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Vaidya has recently argued that while Husserl’s method for acquiring knowledge of essence through use of our imagination is subject to a vicious epistemic circle, we can still use the method to successfully attain objectual understanding of essence. In this paper, I argue that the Husserlian objectual understanding-based epistemology envisaged by Vaidya suffers from a similar epistemic circularity as its knowledge-based foil. I argue that there is a straight-forward solution to this problem, but then raise three serious problems for an amended version of Vaidya’s proposal and any similar Husserlian epistemology of essence. The paper closes with general reflections on applying the Husserlian method to the contemporary notion of essence and the idea of refocusing the epistemology of essence on understanding instead of knowledge.
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1 Essence and the Husserlian Approach to the Epistemology of Essence

The notion of essence has recently seen a renaissance in philosophy. Essentialism has first come to prominence again in the context of the discussion about metaphysical modality which followed important advances in quantified modal logic in the 1970s and 1980s. The standard view emerging from the early debate simply identifies essentiality and metaphysical necessity, so that the essential properties of an object are just those for which it is metaphysically necessary that the object has them, if it exists. More recently, philosophers such as Fine (see e.g. Fine (1994), Fine (1995)) Correia (see Correia (2006), Correia (2012)) and Lowe (see Lowe (2008)) have embraced the notion of essentiality, but rejected the idea that it is identical or even definable in terms of metaphysical necessity. This development immediately raises questions about the epistemology of essence. While there are several well-developed approaches to the epistemology of metaphysical modality, such as the conceivability-based approach, it is not clear in how far we can depend on these approaches in order to explain knowledge of essence once we have distinguished this notion from that of metaphysical necessity. The epistemology of essence still offers many avenues for research.

A historically important approach to the epistemology of essence which was specifically developed with this notion rather than the notion of metaphysical necessity in mind, is due to Husserl. It is the method of *eidetic seeing* or *essential seeing* (‘Wesenserschauung’). Husserl’s main idea is that knowledge of essence can be gained through a specific kind of intuition, the mentioned eidetic seeing, which we arrive at by starting from what Husserl calls ‘intuition

---

1See e.g. Kripke (1980), Mackie (2006), Wiggins (1976).
2See e.g. Yablo (1993), Chalmers (2002); see Vaidya (2015) for an overview of this and other approaches
3Contemporary works in the epistemology of essence include Hale (2013), ch. 11 and Tahko (2016), Tahko (2017), which build on Lowe (2012).
of something individual’ (Husserl (1983). p. 8., original term: ‘individuelle Anschauung’), which is an experience of a particular object. Husserl describes the relevant method in detail in §87 ‘The method of essential seeing’ of Husserl (1973). At the core of the method is what he calls free variation. Roughly, this method is supposed to work as follows.\(^4\) First, we have an individual intuition of something which we then take as an example based on which we produce variations of it through our imagination. These variations have to fulfill two conditions. First, they have to be ‘free’, in the sense that they may randomly deviate from the original experience or intuition, as long as they are still ‘concretely similar’ (Husserl (1973), p. 341.) to it. Second, the number and sequence of variations also needs to be arbitrary, the idea being that it should not matter whether the process of imagining variations is aborted at a particular point or whether it could, at least theoretically, be extended infinitely.\(^5\) The purpose of the process is to isolate that which is invariant through all variations. This ‘invariable what’ (Husserl (1973), p. 341; italics in the original) is then the essence of the experienced or imagined kind of object, that ‘without which the object cannot be intuitively imagined as such.’ (Husserl (1973), ibid.)

There is of course much more to be said about this method considered in its historical context and in relation to Husserl’s own conception of essence.\(^6\) The focus of this paper however is not on exegetical questions, but rather on a different question which we might put as follows: Can a variant of Husserl’s method of essential seeing serve as the basis of an epistemology of essence, assuming the contemporary understanding of the latter notion developed by Fine, Correia, Lowe, and others? This question has been taken up in Vaidya (2010). My main aim in this paper is to assess (and ultimately criticise) Vaidya’s answer to a particular variant of the question which focuses on understanding instead of knowledge as its epistemological target notion.

Vaidya answers the question in the negative for the standard, knowledge-

---


\(^6\)See in particular Husserl’s unpublished notes on eidetic variation from his Nachlass collected in Husserl (2012).
based approach to the epistemology of essence. In this paper, I will take a condensed presentation of Vaidya’s argument for this conclusion as my starting point (section 2). In addition to this negative conclusion, Vaidya argues that our main question can be answered positively, if we refocus the epistemology of modality on a different state, namely that of understanding. This second, positive argument from Vaidya’s paper is presented in section 3, but then criticized in section 4. My main criticism will be that his positive proposal falls victim to an epistemic circularity very similar to the one which Vaidya identified in his critique of the knowledge-based variant of a Husserlian epistemology of essence. I will consider a response to this criticism and then present three arguments against the resulting approach and similar Husserlian approaches in section 5. In section 6, I close with a discussion of the prospects for other applications of Husserl’s method in the contemporary epistemology of essence and for Vaidya’s idea of refocusing the debate on understanding instead of knowledge.

2 Vaidya’s Negative Argument

In Vaidya (2010), it is argued that Husserl’s method of free variation, which Vaidya calls Variation-in-Imagination, ‘VIM’ for short, cannot produce knowledge of essence.7 Vaidya’s argument for the latter claim is based on three necessary conditions for attaining knowledge of essence. The first is Necessity-of-object-preservation, NOP:

\[ \text{NOP} \] In order for an imaginative process, such as VIM, to yield a judgment about whether \( P \) is an essential property of \( o \) through property variation on \( o \) via the construction of a set of scenarios \( S_1 \ldots S_n \), it must be the case that \( o \) is preserved in the transition from each \( S_i \) to \( S_k \).8

---

8Vaidya (2010), p. 821. Note that in accepting this condition as a constraint on VIM, Vaidya departs from Husserl, who insists that ‘variation [in imagination] depends precisely on this: that we drop the identity of the individual and change it imaginatively into another possible individual.’ Husserl (1973), p. 347-8. That Husserl’s notion of essence admits of no essential truths (in the sense of eidetic law statements) about particular individuals is also explained in Sowa (2007). Note however that Vaidya’s acceptance of NOP matches
In other words, for VIM to successfully produce in us knowledge of the essence of \( o \), the scenarios, or in Husserl’s term, variations, which we run through, have to be such that the object \( o \) stays the same. It is only the properties of the object which may be varied when passing from one such scenario to another; the object itself cannot be.

The second necessary condition for attaining knowledge of essence through VIM is:

**NAC** If a VIM yields knowledge of the essence of \( o \) for a subject \( A \), then it cannot be the case that the preservation of \( o \) across \( S_1 \ldots S_n \) is accidental.\(^9\)

That the objects \( o \) is preserved through \( S_1 \ldots S_n \) just means that \( o \) has to be the same object throughout \( S_1 \ldots S_n \). In other words, NAC tells us that for an instance of VIM to yield knowledge of essence, it has to non-accidentally confirm to NOP. This second assumption is modelled on a general assumption about knowledge which is defended by several contemporary epistemologists, namely that it is not merely a matter of (a problematic kind of) epistemic luck that the subject has gained the relevant true belief.\(^10\) The idea captured by NAC is accordingly that for an instance of VIM to succeed, NOP has to be non-accidentally satisfied.

The third and last necessary condition is:

**CCC** In order for a subject to construct a scenario \( S_i \) involving an object \( o \), the subject must consciously choose which properties \( o \) is to have from a set of properties \( \Pi \), which the subject has knowledge of.\(^11\)

CCC’s role in the argument is to make clear that it is the subject involved

---


\(^10\) See e.g. Unger (1968), Pritchard (2005). The notion will be discussed in a bit more detail later in the paper.

in VIM who actively chooses which properties to vary when passing from one scenario to the next.

Briefly stated, the problem Vaidya raises for the Husserlian approach with respect to these three conditions is the following: For VIM to reliably yield knowledge of essence, the subject applying the method must consider only variations which involve \( o \) (by CCC). It furthermore needs to be the case that the relevant true belief generated by VIM is not brought about accidentally, i.e. in a manner conducive to an inadmissible case of epistemic luck (by NAC). The problem with the process then arises since the preservation of \( o \) across the relevant scenarios is a matter of the preservation of \( o \)'s essential properties. Since it is the subject involved in VIM which has to actively choose which properties to vary when imagining a new scenario (by CCC), what is needed to preclude the sort of accidentiality which is ruled out by NAC is a guarantee that the subject will vary only \( o \)'s accidental properties when going through an instance of VIM, leaving its essential properties unchanged.

Vaidya’s point is that such a guarantee could only be given if the subject knew beforehand which properties these were. We can try to make this more precise by spelling out the non-accidentality requirement imposed by NAC in terms of a set of relevant possible worlds: For NAC to be satisfied, it has to be the case that in every relevant possible world in which the subject creates a scenario, the scenario is created by subtracting a non-essential property of \( o \), resulting in a scenario centred on \( o \) and not on some distinct object \( o' \) which differs from \( o \) in its essential properties. Since according to CCC, the subject creates the scenario by conscious choice, this choice must be backed by a belief that the subtracted property is non-essential to \( o \). Assuming that this backing-belief is present in all relevant relevant possible worlds, it follows that this belief of the subject satisfies a modal anti-luck luck condition for knowledge. While this does not logically entail that the subject knows that the relevant property is non-essential to \( o \), anti-luck conditions are after all necessary, not sufficient for knowledge, we can, due to a lack of plausible alternative explanations, abductively infer that the subject has to have this piece of knowledge about \( o \)'s essence. Granting this inference, we can conclude that the subject has to have knowledge of the essence of \( o \) in order to gain knowledge of the essence of \( o \).
via VIM, resulting in a vicious epistemic circle.\textsuperscript{12} The, in my opinion correct, conclusion of the negative part of Vaidya’s argument is that Husserl’s method of free variation is not a suitable means to gain knowledge of essence.

3 Vaidya’s Positive Proposal: VIM as a Means to Gain Objectual Understanding of Essence

3.1 Objectual understanding of essence

Vaidya argues that VIM still has a use in the epistemology of essence: It may not deliver knowledge, but it can instead be used to attain objectual understanding of essences. Some epistemologists have argued that understanding (including both its objectual and other varieties) is at least as important a subject of epistemological investigation as knowledge.\textsuperscript{13} Vaidya’s positive proposal hence promises to give us a new epistemic foundation for the epistemology of essence and potentially also the epistemology of modality in general.\textsuperscript{14}

There is no universal agreement about what understanding is in the contemporary literature. Among the accounts on offer, Vaidya in particular relies on Kvanvig’s. Crucially, this account is based on the idea that ‘understanding is not a species of knowledge’ (Kvanvig (2003), p. 196). According to Kvanvig, understanding does however share, with an important qualification which will be discussed shortly, an important property of knowledge, namely its factivity. There is a near consensus that knowledge is factive, i.e. that for every $p$, if someone knows that $p$, then $p$.\textsuperscript{15} While the consensus about the factivity of understanding, i.e. about whether the beliefs which an epistemic agent holds when understanding a subject have to be true, is not as strong as in case of knowledge, that some form of factivity holds is still the standard view.\textsuperscript{16} Kvanvig in particular points out that while ‘understanding’ is sometimes used

\textsuperscript{12}See Vaidya (2010), p. 823 for a more detailed presentation of the argument. Note that similar points have been raised by many others authors, including e.g. Spader (1994), p. 179 and Simons (1976). A range of similar objections is also critically discussed in Kasmier (2010).

\textsuperscript{13}See Grimm (2012).

\textsuperscript{14}See Vaidya (2010), pp. 310-312.

\textsuperscript{15}For a dissenting voice, see Hazlett (2010).

\textsuperscript{16}Some non-factive cases of understanding are e.g. admitted by Zagzebski (2001).
non-factually in order to hedge claims which appear too strong, as e.g. in ‘My understanding is that you weren’t home till after midnight’, he still holds that the notion of understanding which is of interest to epistemologists is factive.\textsuperscript{17}

Kvanvig accepts that \textit{propositional understanding}, i.e. the sort of understanding at issue e.g. in ‘Claude understands that his internet connection is slow’, is factive. However, he explicitly relaxes this requirement with respect to \textit{objectual understanding}, understanding of a more complex subject matter, e.g. as in ‘Claude understands quantum mechanics.’: If someone has some false beliefs about a subject matter, then ‘we can ascribe understanding based on the rest of the information grasped that is true and contains no falsehoods’ (Kvanvig (2003), p. 201), as long as these ‘false beliefs concern matters that are peripheral rather than central to the subject matter in question.’ (ibid.) Since factivity will play a crucial role in the argument of the next section, I will come back to this point.

Besides the similarity concerning factivity, there are two crucial differences between understanding and knowledge according to Kvanvig’s account. First, ‘understanding requires, and knowledge does not, an internal grasping or appreciation of how the various elements in a body of information are related to each other in terms of explanatory, logical, probabilistic, and other kinds of relations that coherentists have thought constitutive of justification.’ (Kvanvig (2003), p. 192-3.) To illustrate this, consider Zeno, who has absolutely no idea about quantum mechanics, but has adopted a large set of true beliefs about the theory, including e.g. that the development over time of a quantum system is governed by Schrödinger’s equation, because his physicist friend told him. Zeno can correctly be described as knowing the corresponding facts about quantum mechanics, but it is clear that he completely lacks the grasping of the intrinsic structure of quantum mechanics which would be required for him to understand quantum mechanics.

Second, unlike knowledge, understanding is compatible with epistemic luck.\textsuperscript{18} Imagine for example that most books about politics were factually inaccurate, safe for the one excellent book which Xenia picked up randomly to learn about

\textsuperscript{17}See Kvanvig (2003), p. 191.
\textsuperscript{18}See Kvanvig (2003), p. 199.
politics. The true beliefs about politics which Xenia acquires by reading the book would not constitute knowledge, since they are a product of epistemic luck. Her beliefs are, so to say, not modally stable enough to qualify as knowledge: She was very lucky to have picked the one factually accurate book and could easily have picked one of the many factually inaccurate ones instead. However, no matter how lucky she was to pick the right book, Xenia could still acquire objectual understanding of politics in the described scenario. The presence of epistemic luck would not diminish Xenia’s cognitive achievement of having developed an understanding of politics which manifests itself through her true beliefs about this subject matter.

3.2 Vaidya’s objectual understanding-based proposal

It is the second difference to knowledge which holds the key to Vaidya’s positive proposal, i.e. its compatibility with epistemic luck. Vaidya’s idea is to drop both NAC and NOP as necessary conditions on the success of VIM in order to re-purpose it as a method for gaining objectual understanding of essence. Dropping NAC ensures that the epistemic circularity which affects the method in the knowledge-case no longer arises: The requirement of a guarantee that NOP is non-contingently satisfied drops out, which means that we no longer need to assume that a subject has to already have knowledge of the relevant essence.

If the epistemic circularity is already taken care of, why also drop NOP? Vaidya gives two reasons: First, the objectual understanding-based version of VIM may involve scenarios not centred on the object whose essence the subject aims to discover. According to Vaidya, such scenarios can contribute to the success of VIM since they allow the subject to ‘see how changing a property destroys the object’ and ‘to comprehend why the property in question is essential.’ (Vaidya (2010), p. 824.)

Second, Vaidya argues that NOP is an aboutness condition, which means that it ensures that VIM produces objectual understanding of the essence of the right object. This makes NOP an implicit second anti-luck condition, since it ensures that the true beliefs which a subject gains through VIM about o’s
This second argument for rejecting NOP is, to my mind, unconvincing. NAC basically says that NOP has to be satisfied non-contingently, so if NOP itself already has a non-contingency condition built in, why doesn’t this render NAC redundant? I will not go deeper into this question here for the simple reason that the argument of the next section will settle the status of NOP within Vaidya’s proposal.

With the epistemic circularity taken care of, the following picture emerges: VIM is a method for acquiring objectual understanding of essence. Objectual understanding of essence is a state which i) involves true beliefs about essence, as it is factive, ii) is not subject to a version of NAC, as it is compatible with epistemic luck in acquiring these true beliefs, and iii) consists in a cognitively internal grasping of certain relations holding between different aspects of the essence of the object.\(^\text{20}\) Having described Vaidya’s positive proposal for an epistemology of essence, I will now criticize it.

4 Another Epistemic Circularity

Vaidya’s positive proposal includes the idea that scenarios which violate NOP can, and do, play a role in instances of VIM which lead to the acquisition of objectual understanding of essence. Here is how Vaidya explains their contribution:

Any scenario that does not contain \(o\) is a scenario that plays a role in the subject arriving at an objectual understanding of the essence of \(o\). In a scenario where some \(o^*\) [i.e. an object distinct from \(o\)] is present the subject can see how changing a property destroys

---

\(^{19}\)See Vaidya (2010), p. 826.

\(^{20}\)There are several questions about this proposal which one may ask. It does for example not address the metaphysical question of what the object of understanding is when one objectually understands an essence. Kvanvig and others often talk of a subject or subject matter as the object of objectual understanding (see e.g. Kvanvig (2003), p. 197). This view does not seem to square well with the traditional characterization of an object’s essence in terms of its essential properties since it is unclear what the subject matter could be in this case. Further questions arise e.g. about the relation between the notion of judgment Vaidya relies on and those of belief and knowledge.
the object. This accidental insight into the object being changed allows the subject to comprehend why the property in question is essential. (Vaidya (2010), p. 824.)

The general idea captured by this quote is that NOP-violating scenarios can contribute to one’s gaining objectual understanding of essence by allowing one to see under which conditions the relevant object ceases to be itself. My focus for now will be on instances of VIM which involve such scenarios.

It is clear from Vaidya’s negative argument that in a scenario of this sort, the subject would have to subtract one of the object o’s essential properties. If it tried for example to gain objectual understanding of Socrates’s essence, it might, let us assume, do this by subtracting his property of being human. With this kept in mind, let us come back to Vaidya’s claim that a NOP-violating scenario can contribute to the success of an instance of VIM by allowing the subject to see that o has ceased to be itself. For the point I am about to make it is important that objectual understanding is factive with respect to the relevant beliefs, i.e. in this case the belief that Socrates is essentially human. As I have pointed out in the previous section, Kvanvig’s account of objectual understanding allows for someone to objectually understand a subject matter, even if they have some false beliefs about it, as long as these false beliefs concern only matters peripheral to the subject. Since my following argument requires factivity, I will now discuss to which extent this assumption can be made in the case of objectual understanding of essence, focusing in particular on whether Kvanvig’s exception for peripheral beliefs applies in this context.

Granting Kvanvig’s exception, which peripheral matters could a subject have false beliefs about without thereby undermining that it objectually understands an entity’s essence? Since the essence of a subject matter concerns just those of its features which it has to have for it to be that subject matter,21 it is hard to see which beliefs about an entity’s essence could count as peripheral, rather than central to it. It seems that the only plausible way to classify some beliefs about an entity’s essence as peripheral is to accept Fine’s distinctions

---

21 As per Aristotle’s original characterization of essence as the ‘what it is to be’. See his Metaphysics Z.4 and all contemporary accounts departing from it, including Fine’s, Correia’s, and Lowe’s.
between constitutive/consequential essence (intuitively, those parts of an entity’s essence which are directly definitive of it/those parts which aren’t, but rather are had essentially in virtue of other parts of its essence) and immediate/mediate essence (intuitively, the mediate essence of an entity also contains the essences of all entities on which it ontologically depends, whereas its immediate essence doesn’t) and to identify the peripheral part of its essence with the union of its consequential and mediate parts.\(^22\) According to this way of drawing the distinction, at least the intersection of the immediate and constitutive parts of an entity’s essence are central in Kvanvig’s sense, which means that a subject must have true beliefs about them in order to understand the entity’s essence. Accordingly, understanding of immediate constitutive essence is indeed factive.

In the following, my focus will first be exclusively on such beliefs, i.e. on beliefs about the immediate constitutive essence of entities. I will argue that an epistemic circularity similar to the one exploited by Vaidya in his negative argument will prevent subjects from acquiring understanding of immediate constitutive essence. After making this point, I will argue that this conclusion generalizes to essence in general. For the sake of simplicity, I will use ‘essence’ as a synonym for ‘immediate constitutive essence’ throughout the rest of this section, unless explicitly specified otherwise.

Let us for the sake of simplicity assume that a subject is going through an instance of VIM involving only one NOP-violating scenario, a scenario in which Socrates is not human and let us furthermore assume that it is part of Socrates’s essence that he is human. The crucial point concerning this scenario for which I am going to argue now is that since only true beliefs about the essence of Socrates can constitute objectual understanding, the subject would have to recognize that this scenario does not involve Socrates in order to arrive at a (true) belief which can constitute understanding of Socrates’s essence.

\(^{22}\)See Fine (1995), sections 3 and 5 for the distinctions and see Koslicki (2012), pp. 190ff, Nutting et al. (2018), Zylstra (2019) for discussions of the first of the two distinctions. Note that this identification requires that the consequential parts of the relevant essence are merely consequential, i.e. not also constitutive and that it may be inadmissible for entities whose constitutive essence is essentially inferential, such as e.g. logical concepts like conjunction.
To see this point consider what would happen if it did not. In that case, some scenario or some scenarios produced by a subject going through VIM would not involve Socrates, but instead a non-human who resembles him in other respects. Now given the following success condition on VIM formulated by Husserl, it would follow that the subject acquires a false belief about Socrates’s essence: To gain an insight into the essence of an object via an instance of VIM, the subject needs to grasp, as Husserl writes, the multiplicity of all the scenarios it has produced. Only by doing that can the subject isolate those features which stay constant throughout all imagined variations of the object and so ultimately gain insight into the object’s essence. The condition requires the subject to grasp all the scenarios which of course includes any scenario(s) involving the non-human Socrates-like creature. The presence of at least one such scenario would therefore produce a false belief about the essence of Socrates in the subject. To generalize from the example, any instance of VIM which involves a NOP-violating scenario will produce a false belief in the subject.

Since objectual understanding of essence is factive, a subject cannot acquire objectual understanding of an object’s (constitutive immediate) essence via an instance of VIM if that instance involves at least one NOP-violating scenario. Based on this point, we can, just as in Vadiya’s negative argument, abductively infer that a subject would have to recognize the NOP-violating scenarios involved in an instance of VIM as being such in order to avoid acquiring a false belief about the essence of an entity to finally gain understanding of it. The justification for this abductive inference, just as in Vaidya’s argument, is that there is no other plausible explanation for what could enable a subject to successfully apply VIM to acquire understanding of the essence of an entity.

So we face an epistemic circularity again: Only a subject which already has knowledge of the essence of the relevant object, or at least holds true beliefs about the essence of the relevant object as part of its understanding of that essence, can recognize that it has produced a NOP-violating scenario. Without

---

23 As Husserl puts it, ‘[o]nly if we retain in grasp the things imagined earlier, as a multiplicity in an open process, and only if we look toward the congruent and the purely identical, do we attain the *eidos* [i.e. the ideal form which constitutes the essence].’ (Husserl (1973), p. 343.)
this recognition on the side of the subject, the relevant instance of VIM will lead it to acquire false beliefs about the essence of the relevant object, leading to a violation of the factivity requirement. Hence, the subject could only successfully gain understanding of the essence of an object via a NOP-violating instance of VIM, if it already had the true beliefs it is supposed to acquire to gain this understanding. This shows that pace Vaidya, NOP-violating scenarios cannot contribute to the success of applications of VIM.

Now let us lift the restriction to immediate constitutive essence which was upheld throughout this section. If NOP-violating instances of VIM do not allow a subject to acquire objectual understanding of immediate constitutive essence, what does this tell us about objectual understanding of essence in general? Recall that according to Kvanvig, someone can objectually understand a subject even though they hold false beliefs about the subject, as long as those false beliefs concern only peripheral matters, but not matters central to the subject.24 Given the plausible assumption that the matters which are central to an entity’s essence are the immediate constitutive parts of its essence, this entails that a subject cannot objectually understand an entity’s essence at all if it hold false beliefs about that essences immediate constitutive parts. So for a subject to gain any sort of objectual understanding of essence, it has to have only true beliefs about the constitutive immediate parts of this essence. Since I have just (abductively) argued that subjects cannot plausibly satisfy this condition in the context of a NOP-violating instance of VIM, the conclusion that instances of VIM which involve NOP-violating scenarios do not allow them to acquire objectual understanding of essence generalizes to essence tout court, i.e. the broader notion of essence which also includes consequential and mediate essence.

An immediate consequence of this conclusion is that a subject can only successfully acquire objectual understanding of an object’s essence via an instance of VIM, if this instance involves no NOP-violating scenarios. But this just means that, pace Vaidya, NOP has to be part of the positive proposal. Does re-introducing this principle finally give us a workable understanding-based epistemology of essence?

5 Can Vaidya’s proposal be fixed by re-introducing NOP?

Can one simply reintroduce NOP as a component of Vaidya’s proposal? If Vaidya is right to think of NOP as an anti-luck condition, then one cannot consistently do so: Objectual understanding is by definition compatible with epistemic luck, so an epistemology of essence centred on this notion cannot involve an anti-luck condition. There are two ways around this problem: Pace Vaidya, one might just deny that NOP is an anti-luck condition. This would immediately dissolve the problem and NOP could consistently be retained as a condition on the success of VIM.

Second, even if one granted Vaidya’s claim about his version of NOP, one might avoid the problem by re-introducing a de-modalizing version of the principle which eliminates the modal auxiliary verb ‘must’:

**NOP** An instance of VIM only yields a judgment about whether \( P \) is an essential property of \( o \) through property variation on \( o \) via the construction of a set of scenarios \( S_1 \ldots S_n \), if it is the case that \( o \) is preserved in the transition from each \( S_i \) to \( S_k \).

Since NOP is a non-modal principle, assuming that the conditional involved is the material conditional, it cannot be considered an anti-luck condition, neither in the sense of a safety, nor in that of a sensitivity condition. Still, it can block the circularity problem arising from NOP-violating scenarios. Just like NOP, NOP* makes the preservation of \( o \) throughout all scenarios involved in an instance of VIM a necessary condition for its success. The new principle could therefore still do its job and it could furthermore consistently be added as a success condition on Vaidya’s version of VIM.

Re-introducing NOP or NOP* indeed saves Vaidya’s proposal from the problem raised in the previous section. But does this addition result in a workable variant of Vaidya’s proposal? There are three important reasons to doubt this.

---

25 Anti-luck conditions in epistemology are usually spelled out in terms of a range of closest possible worlds and are therefore essentially modal: **Safety conditions** require that for a subject to know that \( p \), \( p \) has to be true in the closest worlds in which it is believed (see e.g. Sosa (1999), Pritchard (2005), ch. 6, Williamson (2000), chs. 4,5), **sensitivity conditions** in contrast require that \( p \) is not believed by the subject in the closest non-\( p \) worlds (see e.g. Nozick (1981), ch. 3).
5.1 VIM’s quality as a method for acquiring objectual understanding of essence

It is clear that Husserl considers VIM to be a method. To be more specific, a method ‘for the acquisition of pure concepts or concepts of essences.’ (Husserl (1973), p. 340.) Surprisingly, Vaidya never refer to VIM as a method in his Vaidya (2010). Yet, he never explicitly denies that it is one either. Since it is very hard to see what else VIM could be, I will follow Husserl in assuming that VIM is a method.

The question which I will discuss in this subsection is whether VIM is a good method, a method which a subject seeking to acquire objectual understanding of essence could rationally adopt to pursue this goal. There are many different criteria for the overall quality of an epistemological method. I will here focus on two important quality criteria: First, the method’s rate of success and second, what I will call its transparency. I call a method transparent, if it affords the subject who applies it feedback on whether it can terminate with success during different stages of its application. The main point of this subsection will be that VIM fares badly with respect to both of these criteria. My argument for this point will rely on a systematic connection between the two criteria.

Let me start with VIM’s transparency. A point made in the previous section was that a subject going through an instance of VIM cannot recognize a NOP-violating scenario as such. To do so, it would have to be able to recognize this scenario as resulting from the subtraction of an essential property of the object, because this is the only plausible way to guarantee that an application of VIM involving such a scenario could succeed. This, the subject cannot do, because this would require it to already have the sort of robust epistemic access to the essence of the relevant object which it is seeking to acquire by applying VIM. This point can be generalized to NOP-conform scenarios: In order to recognize a scenario as such, the subject would have to recognize that the property which it subtracted to create the scenario was not an essential property of the relevant object. This would also require the subject to already have prior epistemic access to the relevant object’s essence which, by hypothesis, it does not have. So a subject who relies on VIM to acquire objectual understanding of essence can,
on pain of epistemic circularity, neither recognize the scenarios which it creates while going through this process as NOP-violating, nor as NOP-conform.

NOP spells out a success-condition for VIM, a condition which has to be met for an instance of VIM to succeed. Since a subject cannot recognize of any scenario whether it conforms or fails to conform to this success condition, a subject applying the method cannot, at any stage of the process, tell whether its application of VIM meets this success-condition.

This generalizes an important point about the nature of Vaidya’s proposal, which he explicitly mentions: Even if a subject manages to acquire objectual understanding of an object’s essence through VIM, this epistemic state does not involve the subject’s recognition that it has in fact attained this state. This follows directly from the account of objectual understanding which Vaidya accepts.\textsuperscript{26} The point just made shows that this lack of recognition not only affects a subject after it has successfully applied VIM, but rather it completely pervades any instance of VIM at all of its stages, from the very first scenario on. We can conclude that VIM is lacking in transparency and fares badly with respect to this first quality-criterion.

Let me now focus on VIM’s rate of success. Concerning this factor, I have a speculative argument to offer. Consider the class of all instances of VIM. Can we say anything about how many of these instances may succeed? To be sure, we cannot give a precise answer since we can neither determine the total number, nor the number of the successful instances of VIM. There are however two things we know: First, only NOP-/NOP*-conform instances can succeed, and second, VIM is intransparent in that a subject going through an instance of the process cannot, at any stage, tell whether it conforms to NOP. These two point taken together with a third strongly suggest that VIM does not have a good rate of success. The third point is that VIM is designed to have ‘a structure of arbitrariness’ (Husserl (1973), §87b), which means that the process of producing scenarios in an instance of VIM, or to use Husserl’s terminology, variants in an application of the method of essential seeing, is such that ‘it is a matter of indifference what might still be joined to it, a matter of indifference what, in addition, I might be given to apprehend in the consciousness that “I

\textsuperscript{26}See Vaidya (2010), p. 827-828.
could continue in this way.” (ibid.) The underlying idea is of course that an object’s essence will stay the same throughout all possible scenarios, no matter how arbitrary the changes are which the subject makes to produce them.

If we put this third point and the first two together, we get that VIM is a process which is very likely to fail: The process is designed to allow the subject to create scenarios by arbitrarily varying the properties of the object on which the scenarios are centred and it can only successfully terminate if these scenarios all conform to NOP. However, the subject cannot recognize whether the scenarios it creates conform to this success condition or whether they don’t. The success of an application of VIM therefore appears to be mostly a matter of luck, since the subject has to create scenarios without any means to verify that they do not undermine the successful completion of the process. This does not show that VIM cannot succeed, but it strongly suggests that it is, taking into account two plausible quality criteria, not a good method for acquiring objectual understanding of essence.

5.2 The Contemporary View of Essence and the Apriority of VIM

Vaidya (2010) aims to develop a general epistemology of essence which fits the contemporary view of essence of philosophers such as Fine and Lowe. Following Kripke (1980), this view characteristically admits cases in which the essence of an entity is not discoverable by a priori means: The microstructure of a substance might for example be said to be essential to it, even though it is not discoverable by a priori means. More generally, the idea is that the two distinctions of it being imaginable or not that an object has a certain property and of it being essential or accidental to that object whether it has that property cut across each other. VIM faces a fundamental problem in accounting for knowledge of/understanding of an entity’s essence if we assume this contemporary view of essence.

When describing the method of essential seeing, Husserl is clear that he assumes there to be a close connection between the thinkable and imaginable and the essential: ‘The essence proves to be that without which an object of

\[\text{\[\text{\textsuperscript{27}}\text{See Vaidya (2010), p. 819.}\]}
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a particular kind cannot be thought, i.e., without which the object cannot be intuitively imagined as such.’ (Husserl (1973), p. 341; my italics) According to Husserl, ‘[w]e can direct our regard toward it[the essence] as toward the necessarily invariable, which prescribes limits to all variation practiced in the mode of the “arbitrary,”” (ibid.). With the contemporary notion of essence in mind, this quotation could be taken to give us a possible answer to our problem since one might understand it to say that while engaging in the imaginative activity required by VIM, the subject’s imagination is limited by the relevant essence. This limitation would then be what prevents the subject from producing a variation in which the relevant object lacks one of its essential properties. One might hence say that there is a pre-established harmony between what we can imagine about an object of a certain kind and its corresponding kind-essence. If we import this idea into the contemporary context, it amounts to what one may call essential rationalism: A philosopher who accepts it assumes that the imagination-based method of essential seeing gives us a priori access to essence.

What VIM could hence offer a contemporary epistemologist of essence is a systematic method for probing which of an object’s properties we can subtract from it in our imagination and which we cannot, presupposing the essential rationalist view that what we can imagine about an object coincides with the possible states of the object left open by its essence. This presupposition however directly conflicts with the contemporary view that imaginability and essentiality come apart. The question of how to bridge this gap, or the corresponding gap between conceivability and metaphysical possibility, is of course one of the core questions in contemporary epistemology of modality. An answer to this question would be vital to Vaidya’s proposal and more generally to any epistemology of essence based on the Husserlian method of essential seeing. It is

---

28 Note that this contradicts the interpretation of Husserl developed in De Santis (2011), VI, pp. 31–33. Since my concern here is not with Husserl’s own view of the method itself, but rather with the sort of Husserl-inspired variant targeting the contemporary notion of essence which Vaidya proposes, I will only remark that this interpretation would not help in solving the problem at hand since it takes the subject who applies the method itself, not the relevant essence, to be the source of this limitation.

29 Compare modal rationalism as in e.g. Chalmers (2002), pp. 172-173.

30 See e.g. Kung (2010) and Chalmers (2002).
not surprising that Husserl himself\textsuperscript{31} provides no answer to this contemporary question, but we neither find it addressed in Vaidya (2010). What is clear however is that from a contemporary perspective, the view about the relation between the imaginable and the essential which one can extract from Husserl falls short of providing a satisfying answer.

### 5.3 Conflation of essence and de re modality

A further problem with the modified version of Vaidya’s proposal concerns the relation between the notions of essence and of metaphysical necessity, two notions which are clearly distinguished by contemporary essentialists.\textsuperscript{32}

Consider an instance of VIM. In it, the subject starts out with a particular experience or intuition of an object which is then subsequently modified by subtracting properties of the object to produce the plurality of variations which is then considered as a whole by the subject in order to see which properties remain constant throughout all of them. Both the subject’s starting point and the variations produced can be represented, without giving up on anything which is essential to the intended workings of VIM, in terms of either sets of propositions or facts involving the relevant object. Since possible worlds correspond to maximally consistent sets of propositions or facts, this means that we can think of them as corresponding to parts of possible worlds. This should immediately give us pause.

Contemporary essentialists hold that essence is not definable in terms of necessity. The notion of metaphysical necessity (de re) can adequately be captured using possible worlds, but the notion of essence cannot be: Possible worlds are an adequate tool for capturing the metaphysically necessary properties of an object, but they cannot be used to capture the object’s essence, since there are some properties which some objects have with metaphysical necessity, even though they do not belong to these object’s essences: Socrates is necessarily distinct from the Eiffel Tower, but it is not essential to him that

\textsuperscript{31}Who holds that ‘essential truths are called a priori; this means, by reason of their validity, preceding all factuality, all determinations arising from experience.’ Husserl (1973), pp. 352-3.

\textsuperscript{32}I owe the main idea for this objection to Claudio Calosi and Fabrice Correia.
he is. This is of course the core insight of Fine (1994)’s objections to the modal definition of essence.

Since VIM can equivalently be restated as a method which relies only on possible worlds, this crucial difference means that there is in fact no good reason to think that the method can allow us to acquire (knowledge or) understanding of the essential, rather than of the necessary properties of an object. To put the point differently, from a contemporary perspective, essence is a hyperintensional notion, but Vaidya’s variant of the Husserlian method is only intensional in nature. What we are looking for is a foundational method for the epistemology of essence, but it turns out that we have no good reason to think that VIM gives us such a method, as opposed to a method for acquiring (knowledge or) understanding of metaphysical necessity (de re).

6 Whither Essential Seeing and Objectual Understanding of Essence?

Vaidya’s proposal combines two components which have been largely neglected in the contemporary discussions about the epistemologies of essence and of modality. The first is the Husserlian method of essential seeing, the second the idea of refocusing the debate on understanding instead of knowledge. The focus so far was on the combination of the two, but in this last section, I want to briefly comment on them separately in light of the previous discussion, starting with the Husserlian method/VIM.

It is important to note that the problems for VIM which were raised in the previous section arise no matter whether the method aims at understanding or at knowledge. Since I do not see any salient alternatives to these two proposals, I believe that VIM cannot play the central role in the epistemology of essence which Vaidya allocates to it. This role requires a method which permits a subject to acquire arbitrary bits of objectual understanding (or knowledge) of essence without having any previous epistemic access to essence, something which VIM does not deliver.

That said, there still are two roles which it might be able to play. First, VIM appears to give us a viable method for determining, within certain limits, the essential properties of objects which belong to domains which are wholly
accessible via our imagination and more generally via a priori methods. This may be the case for some geometrical objects, as Tieszen (2005) argues.

Second, VIM may give us a general systematic method for making tacit knowledge of essence explicit. It is plausible that freely varying the properties of an object may help us get clear on which of an object’s properties we assume to essentially belong to it. Assuming that we can acquire knowledge or understanding of essence in another way, VIM may thus help us realize which of our knowledge about an object concerns its essence. Another way in which the method may help us in this manner is as a device for inductively generalizing from knowledge or understanding of individual essences. A subject might for example apply VIM to different objects which share a certain essential property, noticing in each case that another property of these objects can likewise not coherently be subtracted when forming a new scenario. Based on this realization, the subject may inductively (and therefore defeasibly) infer that the two relevant properties are essentially connected with each other. This in turn may allow the subject to form the hypothesis that the second property is also essential to objects which have the first.

Can Vaidya’s proposal to refocusing the epistemology of essence on objectual understanding help solve problems faced by a knowledge-based epistemology? As I have stressed in the previous section, to have objectual understanding of an object’s essence, a subject still needs to have true beliefs about its essence. In this respect, any epistemology of essence which builds on the former instead of the latter notion will still have to answer the question of how we can reliably acquire true beliefs about essence. So it seems that the move to objectual understanding does not really help address the most pressing fundamental question in the epistemology of essence. This problem is magnified by the fact that objectual understanding, as Kvanvig and Vaidya understand it, is by design unsuitable to give us a reliable method, since it is compatible with epistemic luck. Perhaps other conceptions of objectual understanding could fare better in this respect, but this is a topic for another day.

---

33 Thanks to Olivier Massin for this suggestion. An interpretation of Husserl’s own method which points in this direction is proposed in Kasmier (2010).

34 I would like to thank participants of sessions of the research colloquium at the Institute
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